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MET ON MONDAY 7 NOVEMBER 2005 AT THE AT THE GRAND COPTHORNE 
WATERFRONT HOTEL, SINGAPORE 
 

AGENDA 

1. OPENING REMARKS BY THE ACTING 
CHAIRMAN 1 

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS 
MEETING 1 

3. AUDITED ACOUNTS 1 

4. ISAF YOUTH SAILING WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 1 

5. ALLOCATION OF FUNDS 2 
6. OTHER BUSINESS 2 

 
Present: Apologies: 
Robin Wallace – Acting Chairman Carlos Ribeiro Ferreira 
George Andreadis Ding Schoonmaker 
Chris Atkins Brian Southcott 
Adrienne Greenwood Harry Adler 
Ralph Roberts Jonathan Janson 
 

1. OPENING REMARKS BY THE ACTING CHAIRMAN 
The meeting observed a few moments of silence in memory of Bengt Julin one of the 
founding members of the Trust who had died in July 2005. 
 
Ralph Roberts spoke of the formation of the Trust and its early fund raising    
activities. 
 

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING  
The minutes of the previous meeting held in Copenhagen in November 2004 
were circulated and approved. 
 

3. AUDITED ACOUNTS 
The auditor had not yet provided his report on the accounts and these will be 
circulated to members upon receipt. 
 
The Treasurer had sent in the latest portfolio figures which were received. 
 
It was noted that £5000 had been invested in HSBC 6 1/8% Bonds maturing on 
November 22nd 2010.  
 
The meeting agreed to ask Brian Southcott to continue as Treasurer. 
 

4. ISAF YOUTH SAILING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Jim Saltonstall had attended the Youth Championships in Busan, Korea and had 
submitted a report. Ralph Roberts praised Jim’s work and  recommended that he 
should be retained as coach for the unaccompanied entrants in the 2006 ISAF Youth 
Sailing World Championships to be held in Weymouth, Great Britain in mid July and 
that he be paid a stipend of £2000 plus travel and accommodation expenses. 
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It was recommended that RYA Manager John Derbyshire should seek a young 
female assistant coach who could be paid a stipend by the Trust. (Two additional 
coaches have already been retained by the RYA for this event.) Chris Atkins will 
follow up on this. 
 
Jim Saltonstall will be asked if he has collected any documentation following up on 
the subsequent sailing careers of those who he has coached at the World Youth 
Championships. If not, this could be done via MNAs if the names are available. 
 

5. ALLOCATION OF FUNDS  
In addition to the funding indicated above the Trustees questioned if the ISAF 
Strategic Plan as it is developed might be used to increase awareness of the Trust’s 
activities by providing resource materials. 
 

6. OTHER BUSINESS     
There was a discussion concerning the present status of the Trophies awarded at the 
World Youth Championships the Bengt Julin and Navigator Trophies have not been 
awarded for some years. The RYA Cup is also in need of upgrading.  
 
Recognising that the event sponsor would wish to have the main trophies named 
after them, it was decided to suggest that the RYA consider permitting the Trust to 
pay for the refurbishment of the RYA trophy and have it re-dedicated in honour of 
Admiral John Barker. 
 
The offer of Elaine Blankstein to provide a trophy in memory of her late husband is 
still open. 
 
There is also a need to develop a written history of the Youth Championship Trophies 
which should be included in the event brochure each year. Ralph Roberts will pursue 
these ideas with the RYA and the ISAF Youth Championship sub committee chair. 
 
There was further discussion about the possibility of extending the coach position to 
cover the Regional Games. This would require a significant increase in the Trust’s 
endowment. In order to do this, approaches would be made to the current America’s 
Cup syndicates by Robin Wallace, Ralph Roberts and George Andreadis. 
 
It is anticipated that the ISAF will continue to host the support services for the Trust. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 10.25AM 

 


